
It is my-hope that the first installment 
of "What Gait is It?" (Summer 2005) 
gave !you some tools to use in learning 
to see gaits. 

I was quite taken by these photos. 
It is not the gait that caught my atten
tion1irst, but a lot more that appealed 
to me, possibly from my years as a 
judge in the show arenas. What stands 
out so clear to me is that this horse and 
rider looks like a team, working togeth
er with ease and seeming so comfort-

Photo # 1 

able together. 
Note the content, relaxed look of 

the horse, going with a softly draped 
rein, self carrying in gait with just 
enough pelvis and leg support from his 
rider to keep him engaged in gait. The 
rider's hands are soft, yet in position 
to give the slightest whisper through 
rein to bit if the horse needs help in 
maintaining gait. 

The gait we are working with in 
these photos may not be the smoothest 

Photo # 2 

of the easy gaits on some horses, but is 
one that, done properly, is rather easy 
on the horse. It allows for a neutral to 
slightly dorsiflexed (rounded) back. 
This gait is one in which a horse can 
cover a rather long distance with mini
mal stress to the body (having first 
completed a good pre-conditioning pro
gram). Well-conditioned horses can 
hold this gait for ten-minute intervals, 
three times in an hour, walking in 
between, which makes it a very effi-

R gh HInd has lifted off the ground and has started 
its movement up and forward. 
Right Fore is just lifting off the ground at the heel, 

Right Jfu d is in full downward weight position being 
under the hindquarter. 
Rig t Fore is just started in full weight downward posi
tion with the leg being slightly forward. soon to start its forward moment. 

Left Hind. is in full weight bearing support phase, 

downward slightly behind the rump of the horse. 

Left Fore is in a full downward weight bearing posi

tion in a slightly forward position. 

The full weight downward position of the left legs in 

this photo creates a 2-hoof, lateral support phase 

sequence. 
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Left Hind has lifted off the ground starting its forward 

advancement. 

Left Fore is in full weight position, somewhat back, as 

it is just going to start to lift off at the hee1. 

In this photo the horse is in a 3-hoof support phase 

sequence - two fores and one hind. 




~ent gait It averages between six and 
ren miles per hour. 

Let's break up the mechanics of 
the gait. The footfall sequence is right 
hind, right fore, left hind, left fore, 
with an alternating 2-hoof, 3-hoof 
support sequence (two hooves on the 
ground, then three, then two again ... ) 
This is a gait with a broken four beat 
timing of 1-2- -3-4. 

In noting how the legs are work
ing, first look to see ifare they work
ing separately, or as (or nearly as) lat
eral pairs (legs on the same side work
ing together) . If neither, then look to 
the diagonal pairs oflegs (right 
frontlleft bind, left front/right hind) 
and note if they are working together. 
Here the legs are working more in 
diagonal pairs, lifting off and moving 
forward together with the fore hoof 
hitting before the opposite hind hoof. 

Now let's consider other elements 

in this gait. Are the head or neck mov
ing? In these photos there is a slight 
up and down head nod with some 
but very minimal - neck motion. 
There is also an up and down motion 
of the croup and tail head. This horse 
looks to be very smooth in its gait. A 
clue to this is the minimal forward 
and backward shift of the rider's 
pelvis as the photos progress from #1 
through #4. 

In this gait the set down of the 
hind feet can range from capping 
(stepping directly over) the front hoof 
print to having some overstep (setting 
down ahead of the front hoof print) in 
some horses. A moderate head posi
tion is common with a low, long reach 
of the front legs. A high head set and 
high lifting of the front legs is not 
desirable of this gait Often, because 
the hind cannon bones are longer in 
many horses, the measurement from 

hock to ground is longer than desired 

in some other gaits, making the hock 

action of this gait more evident. 


What gait is it? 

Turn to page 64 for the answer. 
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Photo # 3 
t Hind has lifted off the ground and is starting its 

forward advancement. 
I gh F( e is in full downward weight bearing position, 

Photo #4 
t H.i1 d is in a full forward downward weight position. 

. ·ht ore has lifted off the ground and is starting its 
advancement forward. 

just getting ready to lift off at the heel. Left Hind has lifted off the ground and has started it for

Left Hind is in full downward weight bearing position. ward advancment. 

Left Fore is off the ground in a forward and downward Left Fore is in full downward weight position slightly 

position. angled back. 

In this photo the horse is in a 2-hoof, diagonal support This photo is not in exact sequence with the first three. 

phase sequence. The instant before this he would have had two fores and 


one hind making full weight support. 

This photo shows a 2-hoof diagonal support phase sequence. 
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Laury Hembree, Maryville, TN 

After 20 years, rgot back into riding horses. As a child and teenager I had horses. 
Then college. marriage, and child bearing years carne, and I had to put my love of h01"5

es on th e backburner. 
Almost two years ago, I came across a darling black Tennessee Walking borse 

gelding nicknamed Midnight. He was a perky littJe horse at 15 h ands, and 1 fell in love 
with him at first sight . He had a soft IJlack coat, large gentle brown eyes, and a white 
star on his forehead. And ohb how he rode so smoothly over d1e trails and creeks! 

My dad who was 68 years old at the time was dying of lymphoma. He and I 
had always been very close. It was he who had encouraged me to follow my dream of 

riding borses at a young age, He loved rid
ing, too. He taught me everything I knew 
about horse . 

When dad saw the glowing look on 
my face when r saw Midnight. he bought 
him for me on the spot. 1 was so happy and 
grateful! 

My dad, who was weak from chemo, 
and had no hair, got on Midnight and rode 
him a little in the m-ena at the stable where r 
boarded the horse. It was his last ride. A tew 
months later, my dad died. 

r felt so sad and a deep sense of loss 
when my dad passed away. And if it weren' t 

for that dear wonderful horse, 1 
don't know wbat I'd bave done. 1 
spent many hours riding the trails. Dad weal, 7' ml chef 10. {Jot 011 1id1 itll 
praying and thinking about my alIrll' de. IIi la t Ode. 

dad. T he birds ,vel-e inging in the trees, as a wa rm breeze gently 
blew Midnight's mane. " that wonderful long black mane that r 
had cried tears in. The horse seemed to know T was sad and hurting a he stood still, letting me hug h is neck. 

One clay we rode for mile and miles all the trails in East Tennessee, where there aTe beautiful wildflowers wildlife, 
lakes, and mountains. The horse rode trongJy and smoothly up the mowltain trails until we reached a beautiful sum· 
mit. T here. T felt so close to God a the sun shone like blazing spears over the misty valley below. A small white church 
steeple stood in the dismn ce, in Cades Cove, and 1 imagined the settlers of yesteryeaJ' singing dleir hymns to Goel, their 
voices echoing off the mountains. I imagined fam· 
ilies ga thered at the li ttle church cemetery, weep· 
ing over their deceased loved ones, the ground 
watered by tbeir tears. Weeping like I had only 
weeks before, over my Dad's death. 

Twouldn' t have seen tlllS beautiful sight if it 
hadn't been faT my faithful friend and compan 
ion, m ' horse, hauling me up that mountain. We 
went alone that day, Midnigh t and I. It was such 
a quiet. peaceful ride. It was sucb a gi ft! It was so 
healing, so therapeutic. I know my dad must have 
been there in Heave n, w ith the Lord Jesus smil
ing down at Midnight aud I. 
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